CONNECT CASE
FOR

"It keeps me connected. It's smart. And it fits my lifestyle.“

That's what you love about your iPhone® 4S. Shouldn't it be what you love
about the case you keep it in, too?
We pretty much love everything about the iPhone® 4S: the elegant, understated
styling, the way it keeps us connected to our lives, and maybe most of all, the
way it's amazing functions interconnect with each other. So when we created
the Nite Ize® Connect Case™ for the iPhone® 4S and 4, we worked to mirror
Apple's exceptional technology. We think we did a pretty good job.Made of
high grade, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate, the Connect Case™ is slim,
lightweight, durable, and practical. It offers serious protection from
everyday wear and tear, dependable shock-absorption, and a unique design
that keeps your iPhone®'s features accessible at all times. The top easily opens
and snaps securely closed with an innovative flex-hinge design. Its slim
construction allows "dock ability." Included with the case is the removable
Connect Clip™ that allows you to conveniently attach your phone to pockets,
straps, or belts. It also comes with a carry clip and a custom-sized,
anti-fingerprint clear screen protector. Available in a range of eye-catching
colors with soft-touch feel and a positive diamond grip pattern, the Connect
Case™ gives you the protection you need for your iPhone® and the slim-line
design that accentuates it’s coolness.
We’ve also created some ingenious optional Connect™ accessories (think
of them as apps for your case) that take connecting to a whole new level.

The Connect Case™ is designed to fit the iPhone® 4S / 4
Innovative one piece flex-hinge design allows for easy & secure
iPhone® installation
Available in solid colors: Black, Grey and Mossy Oak® Break-Up™ Inﬁnity™
Available in translucent colors: Smoke Grey, Clear translucent,
Blue, Pink, Orange, and Lime
High strength, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate case construction
with positive diamond grip

Mossy Oak® Break-Up™ Inﬁnity™

Connect Case™ comes with removable black Connect Clip™ for
slimline functionality
Connect Clip™ is molded of high strength shatterproof
Lexan® polycarbonate
Comes with a convenient carry clip and a custom sized
anti-fingerprint clear screen protector
Dockable in most devices without removing your iPhone® from
the Connect Case™
Connect Case™ body includes Connect Clip™ & Accessory Port
for easy transition to Connect™ Accessories (Connect Cradle™,
Connect Mobile Mount™, Connect Curvyman™)

Retail Packaging
Dimensions:
7.12”H x 4.12“L X 1.0”D

Product Dimensions: 4.66” x 2.47” x 0.95”
Weight: 1.2 oz
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